
Privilege Management Cloud 22.2 
New and Updated Features – March 31, 2022 

BeyondTrust Privilege Management for Windows & Mac pairs powerful least privilege management and 
pragmatic application control capabilities, delivering fast, unmatched preventative endpoint security. 
Grant the right privilege to the right application – not user – only when needed and create a single audit 
trail. Prebuilt policy templates stop attacks involving trusted apps, addressing bad scripts and infected 
email attachments immediately. Application control, allow lists, and exception handling provide granular 
control over what users can install or run, and what applications can execute. Operationalize quickly 
with our QuickStart feature and simplified deployment models, for fast time-to-value and streamlined 
compliance.  

Please see the release notes for additional details on these important enhancements. 

New Features and Enhancements 

Improvements to Azure Active Directory Filtering 

The Azure Active Directory integration was released with PM Cloud in January 2021. The 22.2 release 
provides further enhancements to filters, improving the admin user experience. 

• Improving performance around serving groups to WPE and AAD
• Improving supportability accessible cache by the support team when issues arise
• Reducing MS Graph API where they could receive too many calls

Updates to VirusTotal Integration 

In this release, VirusTotal Reputation data is now available in ServiceNow, providing an extra layer of 
information, allowing ServiceNow users to understand the application’s reputation from multiple anti-
virus sources. 

Integration with QRadar 

PM Cloud 22.2 introduces an integration with the SIEM solution, QRadar. 

This new QRadar integration allows admins to configure a direct SIEM integration from PM Cloud to 
your QRadar Cloud instance. Configuring the QRadar integration allows organizations to forward all 
endpoint audit event data and console activity audit data to QRadar for further analysis and event 
correlation. 

Other Enhancements 

• Phase 1 Angular migration for Privilege Management Reporting (PMR)

https://www.beyondtrust.com/docs/release-notes/privilege-management/index.htm


 
 

• The Web Policy Editor (WPE) can now be used for configuration of authentication and 
authorization of messages 

About BeyondTrust  
BeyondTrust is the worldwide leader in Privileged Access Management (PAM), empowering 
organizations to secure and manage their entire universe of privileges.  Our integrated products and 
platform offer the industry's most advanced PAM solution, enabling organizations to quickly shrink their 
attack surface across traditional, cloud, and hybrid environments. 

The BeyondTrust Universal Privilege Management approach secures and protects privileges across 
passwords, endpoints, and access, giving organizations the visibility and control they need to reduce 
risk, achieve compliance, and boost operational performance.  Our products enable the right level of 
privileges for just the time needed, creating a frictionless experience for users that enhances 
productivity. 

With a heritage of innovation and a staunch commitment to customers, BeyondTrust solutions are easy 
to deploy, manage, and scale as businesses evolve. We are trusted by 20,000 customers, including 70 
percent of the Fortune 500, and a global partner network. Learn more at www.beyondtrust.com. 
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